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Nyindu Culture and the Plant World:

Relationship between the Knowledge

and the Change in House Form

The Dynamic
on Plant Use

TAKAKO YAMADA
   Kvoto Uhiversity

This paper is based on ethnobotanical field study undertaken from October

1977 to February 1978 in a village of the Nyindu people of Mwenga District,

eastern Zaire. In this paper, I examine man-plant relationships with special

reference to house construction. House construction is an important use of

wild plants, since over hundred plants are utilized by the Nyindu for this

actlvlty.

In Kilimbwe village, 3 house forms exist: the beehive type (mushonge), the

cone-cylinder type (kishenge), and the gable-rectangular type (mukumba).

The coexistence of the three forms is the result of historical changes from the

beehive type through the cone-cylinder type to the gable-rectangular type.

First, the structure and function of each house fbrm is analyzed, and the

technical and functional mechanism of adaptation that control the dynamic

changes is examined. Second, the ethnobotanical background of con-
struction materials is analyzed at two levels: Nyindu valuations of plants for

construction materials and the actual use of plants. Then, the Nyindu strategy

of collecting plant materials for construction is examined. Finally, I analyze

the relationship between the changes of house forms and the knowledge of

plant use, and show the mechanism of exploring new construction materials

and the dynamic process of plant recognition.

INTRODUCTION
    The study of the relationships between man and plants has developed since the

end of the nineteenth century under the rubric of ethnobotany [HARsHBERGER 1896;

BARRAu 1971; MARTiN 1970], and has become one of the domains of ethnoscience

[CoNKuN 1954; STuRTEvANT 1964; MATsui 1979]. However, only structural analyses

of folk-botanical classifications through the lexicographical treatment of vernacular

names have been attempted [CoNKuN 1962; BERLiN et al. 1968, 1973], whereas little

attention has been paid to the functional roles of plants in the ecology of local people.

Recognition of plants by a local population should be examined in the context of the

entire spectrum of human activities.

    In this article, I analyze the relationship between the recognition of plants and

their economic uses, with special reference to house construction. House con-
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struction is an important use of wild plants fbr the Nyindu people, since over hundred

species of plants are used for this activity. A study on house construction may serve

to explore the attitudes and relationship of a local people to their natural environment

[REyNoLDs 1973: 183]. Most ofthe ethnographic studies on houses have been done

from the viewpoint of either geography, material culture, or social organization

[SuGIMoTo 1974; HuNTINGFoRD 1961; SuzuKI 1971, 1972; UMEsAo 1969; IsHIGE

1971; OLivER 1971; LEviN 1971]. However, there are few studies on house con-

struction from an ethnobotanical perspective. In this study, I also examine the

changes in the plants used for house construction in relation to historical changes

of house forms among the Nyindu.

   A field study was conducted fbr 5 months, from October 1977 to February 1978,

among the Nyindu people, swidden cultivators inhabiting eastern Zai're. The

territory of the Nyindu covers an area of approximately 1,023 km2, extending over

the whole of Luindi Subdistrict of Mwenga District, eastern Zai're (Fig. 1). I lived

mainly in Kilimbwe village.

   In daily conversation the Nyindu speak Kinyindu, their tribal language. In

some villages Kilega, the tribal language ofthe Lega, is spoken also. Most are fiuent

in Kingwana (the Zairean dialect of Swahili), a common language among the peoples
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of eastern Zaire. I made inquiries using Kingwana and collected Kinyindu vo-

cabularies when necessary.

   The procedure of my study was as fo11ows :

(1) Collection of plant specimens and identification of scientific names;

(2) Ecological description of the local flora;

(3) While the plant specimens were still fresh, I inquired of two male infbrmants

(ages 70 and 47) on their knowledges of plants (e.g., vernacular names, usages). I

also asked the reasons why a given plant is used for a particular purpose;

(4) I recorded when and how plants are used in the context of daily life through

active participation in the everyday life of the Nyindu (e.g., living in a traditional

Nyindu house and eating together with them). I recorded quantitative data on

their utilizatio'n of plants;

(5) I interviewed individually 10 other informants (5 men and 5 women) in order

to analyze how knowledge of plants varies among Kilimbwe villagers; and

(6) I collected data on the spatial pattern of dwellings in relation to kin relationships.

    Italics are used for Kinyindu terms. The Kinyindu language employs a difler-

ent prefix for singular and plural nouns according to noun class. Here, Kinyindu

terms are written in the singular.

1. 0UTLINE OF THE STUDY AREA AND OBJECT

1) TheNaturalEnvironment

   The territory of the Nyindu is bounded by the R. Ulindi in the north, west and

south, and by the R. Kilungutwe, a tributary of the R. Ulindi, in the east. It

comprises a plateau on the west side of the Eastern Rift Valley with elevations above

sea level varying from approximately 1,200 m to 3,OOO m. The numerous tributaries

of the R. Ulindi, including the Kilungutwe and the Zokwe, have eroded the mountains

and formed an extremely varied topography.

   The climate of the Nyindu territory is of the moist montane climate type

[TsucHiyA et al. 1972: 90-91]. There is little seasonal change in temperature but

daily fluctuations are more significant. Mean annual rainfa11 amounts to 1,314 mm.

The dry season lasts fbr about 4months, May-August, and the wet season for 8

months, September-April [TsucHiyA et al. 1972]. In general, Nyindu territory

exhibits these climatic features, but local variations and peculiar features result from

topographical differences.

    Nyindu territory belongs to the mountainous area in the African vegetation zone

[KiNGDoN 1971 : 22], but its vegetation is more diversified owing to the complicated

natural features.

    Precise records on the vegetation ofthe Nyindu territory are lacking. However,

based both on my observations and on the descriptions of vegetations in eastern Zai're

and eastern Africa by others [LiND and MoRRisoN 1974; SHALLER 1963; CAsiMiR

1975; GooDALL 1977; EvRARD 1968], the major vegetations of the study area can be

summarized as fbllows.



    The areas with elevations above sea level between 1,200m and 1,400m cor-

respond to the transitional zone between the tropical rain forest and the montane

fbrest. However, most such areas show signs of secondary succession caused by

shifting cultivation. , In areas where human pressure is high, abandoned fields often

revert to imperata grassland and elephant grass thickets, but where human pressure

is low, the reversion is often to secondary forests. The dominant tree species are

Maesa laceolata, Dichaetanthera corymbosa, Macaranga spinosa, Harungana sp.,

7rema orientalis, Vkirnonia sp. Tree vines such as Alcornea cordij?)lia, and herbs

such as /iframomum baumannii and Costus sp. comprise the understory vegetation.

    In areas higher than 1,400 m above sea level moist montane forests begin to ap-

pear. The dominant tree species are Podocarpus sp., Lobelia gibbenoa, Agauria

salicijblia, Sapium ellipticum, Myrica salicijblia, ATeoboutonia mannii, Albizia sp.,

Polyscias.fitlva, Carapa procera, and E}zsete verticosum. C)2athea sp., Psvchotria

spp., Lasianthus kilimanciseharicus, and thera hJzpseloclendron fbrm the understory.

    In sub-alpine areas, higher than 2,100 m above sea level, alpine bamboo fbrest

exists. It is composed of only alpine bamboo, Arundinaria aipina.

   The fauna of Nyindu territory is composed mostly of fbrest species. The major

mammals are buffalo (Stvneerus ecU7Cer), bongo (Boocercus euryceros), bush-pig

(Potamochoerus porcus), bushbuck (77agelophus scriptus), duikers (Cephalophus

spp.), genets (Genetta spp.), tree pangolin (Manis tricuspis), giant rat (Cricetomys

emini) and squirrels. There are also forest primates such as the gorilla (Gorilla

gorilla beringei), chimpanzee (Pan trogloclytes troglodytes) and Cercopithecus spp.

All these mammals are hunted by the Nyindu.

2) The Nyindu People

    There are no precise ethnological records on the Nyindu. However, Colle

[1937], Vansina [1965], and Biebuyck [1973] make brief mentions of them. The

Tutsi groups infiltrated the mountainous areas of Buhunde, Buhave, Bufuliru and

Bunyindu and fOunded kingdoms there. The royal dynasty of these kingdoms

originated with Nalwindi, the chief of the Banyindu clan [CoLLE 1937: 75-76;

MoELLER 1936; VANsiNA 1965: 204]. On the other hand, Biebuyck [1973: 20-22]

observes that the Nyindu are mostly a mixture of aboriginal groups (of M'minie and

Lenge origin, but mixed with pygmies) and immigrant offishoots of the Lega and

Furiiru-Vira. He also notes that the Nyindu have the closest connections with the

Lega cluster, among the groups adjoining the Lega people.

    Van Bulck [1948: 228-235] includes the Nyindu language in the subgroup

of Lac Kivu of the Young Bantu Group of Northeastern Bantu (Section B).

He concludes that the languages spoken by the Shi, the Hunde, the Have, the

Tembo and the Ruanda-Urundi belong to the same group and that the Lega language

belongs to another group. Vansina [1965: 106] includes the Nyindu language in

the Maniema group which is the same as Lega.

    A Nyindu tradition claims that the descendants of their first king ruled over

neighboring peoples, such as the Shi, Hunde, Furiiru and Vira. On the other hand,
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among the Nyindu people who profiess to belong to the kabila ya Banyindu (Nyindu

group), some belonged to the same clans of Lega, such as the Batumba, Balambo,

and Banyemganga. The Nyindu have such close cultural and historical relationships

with the Shi, the Bembe and the Lega that it is difficult to separate them from the

others. In fact, the homogeneity of a tribal culture could be fu11y understood from

an ethnohistorical perspective.

   I could not ascertain exactly the total populatiQn of the Nyindu since no tribal

population census exists for Zai're. In l970, the total population of Luindi Sub-

district was 14,920 [SAiNT MouLiN 1976]. The total population of the Nyindu can

be estimated at about 15,OOO, allowing that people from other tribes live in the

Luindi Subdistrict and that some Nyindu people live in other districts. The popud･

lation density of Luindi Subdistrict is estimated at 14.61km2 which indicates that

the population density of Nyindu territory is relatively high compared with that in

other parts of Zai're.

    The principal subsistence activity of the Nyjndu is slash-and-burn agriculture.

They grow almost 40 distinct crops, mostly in small quantities. Today, their main

crops are cassava, maize, kidney bean and banana. However, the "most traditional

fbod" (chakula ya asili) of the Nyindu was finger millet, sorghum and sweet potato,

supplemented with banana, yam and taro.

    Other subsistence activities are hunting of mammals and birds, and fishing in

rivers or streams. Three types of hunting methods are used, communal net-hunting

with dogs, spear hunting, and trapping. There is a rich variety of trapping tech-

niques, including spring traps, gravity traps, birdlime traps, pits, and traps with baits.

Fishing methods include rod fishing, scoop net fishing, and dams and weir using

basket traps, fish poison, scoop nets and scoop baskets.

2. NYINDU,S HOUSE AND ITS CHANGE

1) Funetional Composition of Space

(1) ASETTLEMENT
   The Nyindu call their settlement mwingini, in Kingwana. The size of a settle-

ment varies from the so-called family homestead [MuRDocK 1959] to the village-like

settlement. The former consists of one domestic family and the latter is composed

of several. Most ofthe large-sized settlements are administrative centers.

    Settlements are formed mostly on slopes along rivers and on ridges. Shifting

fields surround the settlement. The Nyindu practise the slash-and-burn cultivation.

Cassava fields are abandoned 7-10 years after clearing: after 3 cycles of slash-and-

burn. Small sites of former settlements are often encountered in well-developed

secondary fbrest. From this it can be assumed that traditional pattern of Nyindu

settlement is the dispersed family homestead, and that the Nyindu relocate their set-

tlement when suitable places for cultivation no longer exist close to the previous site.

    The arrangement of dwellings in each settlement. Iacks regularity and varies

corresponding to its size. Fig. 2-a shows the arrangement of K's settlement. In
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general, in relatively large settlements, dwellings are arranged in 2 rows, and the

doors face each other across an open space. They can also be arranged in a U-shape

with the men's house (lubunga), or chief's house, at the bottom of the U. In smaller

settlements, dwellings are arranged in a line along a road, or almost in a circle facing

an open space.

    Settlements are not enclosed and extend continuously over fields and secondary

fbrests. However, some people construct a fence, partly to prevent goats and sheeps

from escaping. There is an open space in front of each house, weeded out and

treaded hard. There, Nyindu women conduct their various daily activities, such as

chopping firewood, pounding cassava and maize, and drying kidney beans in the sun.

In the evening, when they rest, the women gather there to chat.

   In each settlement, a rack (luaano) for sun-drying cassava tubers is constructed

by each domestic family. In some settlements there is' also a latrine behind the

dwelling.
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(2) HoUSEINTERIORS

    Three kinds of house fbrms occur in Kilimbwe village: the beehive type

(mushonge), the cone-cylinder type (kishenge), and the gable-rectangular type

(mukumba).

    The beehive type is a single-roomed house. One small section between the stone

threshold (kitalilo) and a sliding door corresponds to the porch (bugulilo). The

remaining section forms only a single room (Fjg. 3). The fireplace (hamuliro) of

three stones for cooking is placed, and a rack (lutando) fbr storing firewood and drying

cassava tubers is made above it. Two traditional beds, made of bamboo-like stems,

are plaoed at both sides of a room.

   The inside of the cone-cylinder type is divided into 2 rooms by a partition

(kihoma) (Fig. 4). One is for cooking (buluuli) and the other for sleeping (kakuma).

The attic (itala), for storing firewood, is constructed to cover more than half the floor

space, and a ladder is installed for access. The appearence ofthe house interior varies

greatly according to the position and status of the owner and his family. However,

the interior may be described roughly as follows.

   The interior of a cooking room is equipped with a fireplace of 3 stones and

a rack for drying cassava or plantains. Cooking utensils, such as pans, pots, spoons

fbr mixing cassava fiour, baskets for storing fiours and fOr serving ugali (porridge-like

fbod), plates, gourds and small knives, are placed near the fireplace, and convenient

fbrcooking. Woodenmortarsandpestles,horticulturaltools,suchashoes,machetes,

axes and panniers, are placed on one side of the entrance. A water pot is kept on

the other side, convenient place fbr setting down the fu11 pot after returning from the

1. Structure
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stream. Traditional small seats are placed here and there. In some cases hunting

tools, such as spears and nets, are also placed inside a cooking room. Chickens and

ducks are also kept here during the night.

   The interior of a sleeping room (kakuma) is equipped with a small traditional

bed constructed of bamboo-like stems, covered with either a mat (mulako) made of

ishasha (Clyperus sp.) stems, or a mat (kikanga) made of igungu stems (Marantaceae).

Recently blankets bought at market are also used. Clothes and valuables are kept

in this room.

   The allocation of space in a kishenge is considered relatively irregular. The

cooking room (buluuli) may be situated from the entrance either to the left or right.

In either case, the buluuli is a room leading to the entrance. It is a space where

a woman cooks food, where her family eats, and where she entertains visiting rela-

tivesi). The buluuli is thus, so-to-speak, a space open to the outside, while the

kakuma (sleeping room) is closed to the exterior since only the family members can

enter there.

   The spatial composition of the inside of the gable-rectangular type house

(mukumba) varies greatly, according to size and function. Some interiors are

partitioned into 2 rooms, buluuli (cooking room) and kakuma (sleeping room), others

have 2 rooms for sleeping and for receiving visitors, and yet others have 3 rooms for

sleeping, fbr cooking and for receiving visitors. Characteristically, a mukumba is

 1) The Nyindu frequently prepare a separate place, such as a lubunga (men's house), for

  the entertainment of strangers.
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composed so that the space fOr receiving visitors often forms a separate room. The

separation is caused by the functional differentiation of a buluuli for cooking and

fbr receiving visitors. Furnishings for the cooking and sleeping rooms are almost

the same as those of the cone-cylinder type (kishenge). A receiving room is often

equipped with table and chairs.

   Thus, the shelter of the Nyindu has in general 4 functions: sleeping, cooking,

storing firewood and utensils, and receiving visitors. The spatial composition is not

clearly determined, and the combinations of these 4 functions lead to variations in

the spatial design of a house interior.

2) The Structure and Construction of Houses

    Befbre describing the structural characteristics of each house form and the

construction process, the fbllowing should be mentioned. (1) Tools used for building

houses are hoes and machetes; the former fbr leveling the land and digging holes to

erect poles, and the latter for trimming materials. (2) The Nyindu use only machetes

for obtaining construction materials, (3) They don't use metal fittings, such as

nails, to join house parts, but rather they use bark or vines.2)

(1) THE BEEHIvE TypE HOuSE (MusHo2vcE)

    The Nyindu no longer build mushonge houses in Kilimbwe village. Since two

remain, the structure is described based on the example of K's house alone.

    The floor plan is almost circular; the longer diameter is 345 cm, narrower 320

cm, and the circumference 1,190cm. It has a domical structure, like a beehive and

the height is 220 cm. The framework of the house is composed of three main parts;

arch-like pieces (luhando), cross pieces that fix them (lnjiii), and one strut (ngulilo)

which supports the dome (Fig. 3).

    The first step in making the luhando is to drive $takes about 20 cm into the

ground 6-7 cm apart, along the circumference. The size of a stake is 34 cm in

diameter and 80-90 cm in length. Stems of elephant grass (lusheke) are then tied

to the stakes in three rows until they reach the peak. At the peak the luhando (arch-

like pieces) are tied together to a short pole (kashonge).

   The lnjiji (cross pieces) are tied at 25 cm intervals to both the inside and outside

surfaces of the luhando. The framework ofa dome is thus made firm. Vines or

elephant grass stems are used for the lwfiji and the bark of mt4itnga (7;"iuwfetta sp.)

is used fbr tying materials.

   There are two struts inside the dome, one to support the dome directly, and the

other is to support a rack (lutancia) together with the former.

   The entrance has eaves (width 60 cm, depth 60 cm), 135 cm above the ground.

The eaves are constructed by first driving in 2 poles on either side of the entrance;

then laying a pole (mutando) to bridge the upper ends of the two poles; thirdly by

laying 6 poles across the dome, from the peak, so that the other end of the poles

 2) Recently, swing doors have introduced among the Nyindu. They join a door to the

  post with strips of used rubber tires arid nails, instead metal hinges.
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projects about 60cm from the dome frame; and finally tying these poles to the

mutando. The entrance is partitioned off on both sides by a wall (kishiika) made of

elephant grass stems.

   For thatching, the surface of the dome framework is first 'thatched with a grass

called kpmze. The entire surface is then thatched compactly with another grass

(bukkele).3) Bukkele is thatched in 7 rows from the ground to the peak, with

a width of about 26 cm. Finally, thatching is completed by pushing a bundle of

bukkele through the kashonge (a short pole at the top).

   The entrance has a sliding door made of Raphia palm (ibondo) leafstalks, about

63 cm wide and 129 cm long. The fioor is of compacted earth.

(2) THE CoNE-CYLINDER TYPE HOUSE (KlsHEivGE)

    Construction of this type of house was observed during the field study, and that

example is used to describe the structure and the method of construction of the

kishenge.

    A kishenge is relatively large and has a circular floor plan with a cylindrical wall

and a conical roof (Fig. 4). The diameter of the house is about 4.6m and the

circumference is 14.5m, giving an area of approximately 16.4m2. The height of

the wall is 1.7 m, the distance from the ground to the peak 3.05 m, and the length of

the roof is 3.1 m. The roof has a gradient of about 300. The house has a swing door

(width 75 cm) and is windowless.

    The major structural components are pillars (kigingi), studs (itete), rafters

(kombomoya), laths (lzu'iji), kiaashi (a piece tied horizontally to the top of pillars and

to the lower end of rafters), and kashonge (a piece forming the first main support

fbr making the framework of a roof). Inside the house two posts are driven into the

ground to support the roof and the attic floor (itala).

    The house is constructed as fbllows. After leveling the land, slender poles

(diameter 5-8 cm, length 2.0-2.4 m), which become pillars, are driven about 30 cm

into the ground at 15 cm intervals around the circumference of a circle. Between

the pillars studs are laid compactly, using the 2.0-2.4m long stems of elephant

grass. Slender shrubs and vines are joined horizontally to the pillars and studs with

bark strings, and are woven lath-like. The laths (ltu'iji) are woven with spacing of

about 12 cm on the outer surface of the pillars, and also woven, spaced 42 cm apart,

on the inner part of the pillars. After deciding the height of a wall, the kiaashi, made

of a bundle of several slender shrubs, are installed at the upper end of the wall-frame

(Photo. 1). Aligning the edges of pillars and studs, completes the framework of

a wall.

    The second step is to make the roof framework. At first this framework is

constructed upside down. A short tree (about 7 cm in diameter, and some 60 cm

in length) is prepared for the kashonge. It is driven into the ground almost in the

center of the floor space. The top end of the tree is split and spread, like flower

3) The singular form is kikkele, but the plural

 thatching.

is always used when the work signifies
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Photo. 1. Kiaashi i's installed at the upper end of the wall-frame.

Photo. 2.
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A ring of withered banana leaves (trgatta) is tied horizontally to the top of the

kashonge and pointed ends of rafters radiate from the ngatta.
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Photo. 3. The lower ends of the rafters rest on the upper edge of the wall-frame.

petals, and a ring of withered banana leaves (ngatta) is tied horizontally at the top

(Photo. 2). This becomes the peak of the roo£ The poles (7-8 cm in diameter,
3.4-4.0m in length), which are to become the rafters, are sharpened at one end. Then

the pointed ends are poked radially into the ngatta. The opposite ends of the poles

are allowed to rest on the upper edge of the wall-frame, and thus naturally set the

gradient of the roof (Photo. 3).

   After about 10 poles have been inserted, the lath (lwfiji) is woven spirally with

the rafters and tied. When the rafters are fixed to some extent by the lath (i.e., after

the fifth or sixth spiral), the roofiframe is turned over by several men, and set-up in

the proper position on the wall (Photo. 4).

    More rafters are inserted to fi11 the gaps. Then the rafters are fastened to the

kiaashi (Fig. 4) at the top of the wall. The other kiaashiis then tied to the lower end

of rafters. The lath of the roof is completed and woven spirally, almost with the

same spacing, to the lower end of rafters.
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Photo. 4. The roof-frame is turned over and erected properly on top of the wall frame.

   The third step in the construction of a kishenge is to make the framework of

a partition, in the same way as that of a wall, and to weave an attic fioor (itala) with

stems of elephant grass.

   The forth step is thatching the roofiframe. Graminaceous grasses for thatching

are generally named bukkele (plural of kikkele), and consist of several species of

Graminae. The grasses, 1.8-2.0m in length, are cut and kept several days before

use. Grasses are bundled and piled from the edge of the roof, kiaashi, toward the

top and tied to the lath.

   The final step is coating the wall-frame with red clay. Clay is dug near the

construction site, and mixed with water to make plaster. Coating with earth is done

twice. The second layer, which consists of a mixture of red clay and ashes, is applied

when the first is dry.

(3) THE GABLE-REcTANGuLAR TypE HousE (Mu?ruMBA)

   This type has a rectangular plan with a plastered wall and a gable thatched roof.

The mukumba varies greatly in size, having a floor area of 8 to 20 m2. The roof

gradient is about 300. Fig. 5 shows the plan and section of example which I

measured.

   The structural components are purlin (mutambi kijiiwa), rafter (kombomoya),

beam (mutambi kilo), beam-supporting post (kigingi), purlin-supporting post (kigingi

kumikatikati), stud-like post (kikili), and lath (lzu'iji). The way in which this type is

constructed is similar to that of a kishenge, in the making of the lath-like framework

of the wall and the roof.
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Fig. 5. The gable-rectangular type house (mukumba).

   The first step is to level the house site. Then, fbur beam-supporting posts are

erected in holes dug about 30 cm deep at each corner. Other beam-supporting posts

are driven in at 50-60 cm intervals along a line between the 2 supporting posts at

the corner. Three longer poles, which become purlin-supporting posts, are erected

in the center of each short side and in the center of the rectangular floor plan.

Notches are made at the upper ends of supporting posts (5-10 cm in diameter).

   A purlin and beams on both sides are laid in the notches of the posts. More

logs, which become stud-like posts, are driven in, with an interval of 6-10 cm between

the beam-supporting posts. Rafters are laid, about 15cm apart, and fastened to

the purlin and beams with lashings. Tree trunks with diameter of 3-4 cm are used

for rafters.
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   Poles are driven in inside the house for the framework of a partition. These

poles do not support the roof frame, and are often irregular in length. The lath of

the wall are woven with spacing of 6-9 cm and that of the roofwith spacing of 10 cm,

which makes a woven-work framework. The framework of a partition is made in

the same way as the wall-frame.'

   The last step is to thatch the roof frame with graminaceous grasses and to

plaster the wall-frame with red clay. The method of thatching and earth-coating

is the same as that of a kishenge. Mukumba houses usually have one small window

in the wall of a sleeping room.

3) Communal Practices during House Construction

   Except fbr applying the earth-coating, which is women's wor,k, all the tasks of

house construction, from the acquisition of materials to the completion of a house,

js performed by men. It often takes about one month to complete a house, owing

to the large quantity of building materials which must be procured. Occasionally,

a house builder himself does most of the construction work.

   But there also exist a few occasions on which building a house is communal work

(gabwa sa). That is, 1) the cone-cylinder type, driving in pillars along its circum-

ference of a plan, 2) the cone-cylinder type, making the frame work of a roof and

setting it up in a proper position on the wall, 3) thatching a roog and 4) earth-coating

a wall-frame. Only in plastering a wall-frame do both men and women participate,

men mix the plaster, and women supply the water and apply the plaster. After the

communal work requested is completed, the householder must entertain all those

who participated in the work. He entertains them with posho, including banana

wine (kashikishi) or maize wine (musululu), and fbod consisting of stiff porridge

(ugali) and a relish (mboga). It is said that side dishes are best made of meat.

Therefore, it is expensive to prepareposho. Recently, the householder who requests

communal work can pay the workers with money in lieu ofposho. A reasonable

payment fbr a day's work for a man is 60 makuta.

   During the field study, I observed two cases of communal work. One was the

plastering bf the wall of rectangular type which a young man was building for himself;

occasionally he did the construction work himself until that time. Four men and

3 women took part in this instance. Three of the men were the young man's brothers,

one woman his mother, and the other two women his brother's wives. In this
instance the work was done only by close relatives.

   The other example observed was the making ofthe roof framework fora cone-

cylinder type which a young man was building fbr his mother. Eight men took part,

3 of them belonged to the same lineage as the young man and the other 4 were his

neighbors.

   The relationship between a house builder and the people who participate in

communal work differs according to the case. Nyindu people explain that in either

case a house builder generally requests his jumaa4) for communal work.
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4) Changes of House Forms

(1) HIsToRy oF CHANGES OF HouSE FORMS
    The beehive house is characteristic of the Ruanda-Uganda cluster of Inter-

lacustrine Bantu; the cone-cylinder house is typically used by the Central Sudanic

Peoples and Eastern Nigritic Peoples; and the gable-rectangular house is typical of

the Equatorial Bantu, Mongo-Luba and Northeast Coastal Bantu (Table 1;

[MuRDocK 1959]).
    During the research among the Nyindu it became apparant that the variety of

house forms in Kilimbwe village was the result of historical changes. According to

their explanation, the traditional house fbrm of the Nyindu is the beehive type

(mushonge). About 35 years ago (ca. 1942) they learned how to build the cone-

cylinder type (kishenge) from the Bembe people. Then, the gable-rectangular type

(mukumba) entered the area since the end of the 1960's, when the Kilimbwe villagers

began to return to their former village from the various places in which they had

sought refuge from Mulele's rebellion, fo11owing Simba's revolution. The gable-

rectangular type was introduced by the people who returned from Kashika or Ilangi

village, to which it had spread already through the infiuence of the Lega culture.

    Nyindu culture has long had close contacts with the Shi culture (the Interlacust-

rine Bantu), as their traditions indicate. However, since the territory of the Nyindu

is located on the borders of the Shi, the Lega and the Bembe, Nyindu culture has

also been influenced recently by the Lega and Bembe cultures, which belong to the

Equatorial Bantu. Thus, Nyindu house forms have changed as a consequence of

the history of contacts with the Lega and the Bembe.

    The rapid spread of the gable-rectangular type over Nyindu territory is also con-

sidered to have resulted from both government policy and modernization. The same

Tab}e 1. Distribution of house forms among the major cultural provinces in Africa.

cultural province beehive type cone-cylinder type rectangular type other types

Interlacustrine Bantu

Equatorial Bantu

Mongo & Luba
Central Bantu

Tanganyika Bantu

Northeast Coastal Bantu

Central Sudanic People

Eastern Nigritic People

Nilotes

-
±

±

±

±

±

+
±

±

+

±

H
-
e

H
-
+
±

-
±

±

H

+

                                                  Source: Murdock (1959)
Note: +i- indicates more common, + indicates common, ± indicates a few.

4) .lamaa is a Swahili word with broad sense. It signifies a number of persons gathered

 or collected together, family, society, company, assembly, gathering, and meeting. It

 generally means the members of a family or kinsmen.
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phenomenon can be observed among other tribes. In Legaland, by the 1950's, all

compartmentalized longhouses had disappeared, as a direct result of colonial prefer-

ence fbr the small compartmentalized, rectangular wattle-and-daub house. Among

the Bembe, the cone-cylinder houses which had been prevalent since time immemorial

also had gradually been replaced by rectangular structures [BiEBuycK 1973: 36--7].

(2) STRUCTURAL AND TECHNICAL CHANGES
    As Table 2 indicates, there are some differences in the major house parts of each

house fbrm. The most remarkable structural change from the beehive type to the

cone-cylinder type is the separation ofa wall from the roof. Whereas the fundament-

al framework of the beehive type is the vertical frame (luhanclo) and the horizontal

frame (lay'iji), in the cone-cylinder type the luhando has disappeared and become

diflerentiated into the pillar (kigingi) and the rafter (kombomoya). Further, a new

Table 2. House forms and the kinds of house parts and fixtures.

mushonge
(beehive)

kishenge

(cone-

cylinder)

mukumba
(gable-

rectangular)

1) House part

  kashoirge (pinnacle)

  lzgatta

  luhando (vertical element of a frame)

  kigitrgi (beam-supporting post)

  kigingi kumikatikati (purlin-supporting

   post)

  bikili (stud-like post)

  itete (stud)

  lnjiji (horizontal element of a frame)

  kiaashi

  kombomoya (rafter)

  mutambi kijiwa (purlin)

  mutambi kilo (beam)

  irgulilo (dome supportjng pole)

  ltij7tirga (lashing)

 k(fitse (thatching)

  bukkele (thatching)

  idoho (red soil)

  mubu (ash)

2) Fixture

 kishiika (partition)

  kihoma (partition)

  lutando (shelf)

  itala (attic)

  kakuma (bed)

  lttto(i (door)

  tilisha (window)

+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
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technical solution is found to the problem of making a roofiframe and setting it on

the wall-frame. The Nyindu make the rough frame of a roof on the ground, up-

side-down, and then several men turn it over and lift it to the correct position.

Another new house part, called kiaashi (Fig. 4), has come into existence for fixing

correctly the roofiframe to the wall-frame.

   The most remarkable structural change from the cone-cylinder type to the

gable-rectangular type is that the shape of roof changes from a cone to a gable, with

the change of fioor plan from a circle to a rectangle. As a result, the frame of a roof

is made of the purlin, beam and rafter, and the pillar has become differentiated into

the beam-supporting post (kigingi), the purlin-supporting post (kigingi kumikatikati)

and the stud-like post (kikili). According to the differentiation of the function of

the post, the Nyindu names for the post have thus become diversified.

   The method 'of constructing a roofiframe has become so easy that an individual

man can set the beam and the purlin on the posts and tie the rafters to beams and

purlin. A simple notch is made at the upper end of supporting posts to join them

to the purlin or the beam.

   Some house parts are common to all three forms. One is the lath-like horizontal

frame (lwfiji), which shows that there is no diffk:rence among them in the net-work

framed structure. Another is the lashing (ltefitnga), which means that there is no

difference in the technique ofinterconnecting house parts. The other is the thatching

(bukkele). All roofs are thatched with graminaceous grasses. These three common

house parts indicates that no differences exist in the fundamental technique of

constructing houses.

   There are no house parts in common between the beehive type and the gable-

rectangular type, whereas some are common to both the beehive type and the cone-

cylinder type, and to the cone-cylinder type and the gable-rectangular type. The

transformation of house fbrms from the beehive through the cone-cylinder to the

rectangular might have occurred parallel with the development of house structure,

and can be considered a technically nat.ural and gradual progress.

(3) FuNCTIONAL CHANGES
   The Nyindu houses have 4 functional roles: sleeping, cooking, storing firewood

and utensils, and receiving visitors. Those functions have remained unchanged

despite changes in house forms. However, the structural and technical changes

made possible increasingly larger houses and led to further spatial differentiation of

house interiors. Namely, the beehive type (mushonge) is a one-roomed structure,

serving all functions. The cone-cylinder type (kishenge) is a two-roomed structure,

and the sleeping place forms a separate room. The gable-rectangular type (mukumba)

has 2--5 rooms, but a three-roomed structure is the commonest. In this case, the

place for receiving visitors forms a separate room.

   There also exist slight diffierences in functional roles among the 3 house forms･

An examination of the distribution of population among 49 buildings in Kilimbwe

village, and the functions of the buildings revealed the fbllowing (Table 3)･

   Two buildings are of the beehive type and are not now in general use but rather
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                 Table 3. House forms and their functions.
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house form sleeping& cooking sleeping others
  cooking forvisitors lukumba nQuse

Total

mushonge

kishenge

mukumba

14(11*)

7 (2*)

5 1

15 (7**)

2

1 2 2

2

25

22

Total 21 (13*) 5 16 (7**) 3 2 2 49

Notes: * indicates the number of houses used by married female only.

     ** indicates the number of houses used by unmarried young male only.

are reserved for visitors. Twenty-five buildings are of the cone-cylinder type.

Five of them are used mainly as cooking houses; 14 serve all functions, and 11 of

them are used by a co-wife or a widow. Twenty-two buildings are of the rectangular

type; 15 are utilized as sleeping and reception places and not as cooking places.

Five monogamous households use a cone-cylinder house fbr cooking and a rectangu-

lar house for sleeping, receiving visitors and other purposes.

    Some 64 percent of the cone-cylinder houses are under the charge of women,

whereas sQme 68 percent of the rectangular houses do not have a cooking room.

Women tend to live in the cone-cylinder house (kishenge), and the men in the rectangu-

lar house (mukumba). On the other hand, since young Nyindu men tend to build

rectangular houses prior to marrying, the present situation can be considered as

transitional such that the three house fbrms are merging gradually into the rectangular

type.

3. ETHNOBOTANICAL BACKGROUND OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

1) Outline of Nyindu Plant Nomenclature and Categorization

    Some 400 plants are recognized, categorized, classified, and named by the

Nyindu. Several botanical species are categorized under the same Nyindu name,

whereas one botanical species is classified into several different categories. Some

are not named but are recognized, and some, whose names have been forgotten, are

known by their usage only.

    Among Nyindu plant names there is no single category which includes all

plants, whereas most plants are classified, based on their lifefbrm, into one of three

major categories: kati (wood), kiashi (grass and herb), or mnjiji (vine or shrub).

A group of plants that is lumped under a single Nyindu name and cannot be sub-

divided is considered the smallest plant segregation recognized. I call this a specific

plant type, borrowing the term from Conklin [1954: 116]. There are some Nyindu

names which are clear synonyms: fbr example, kioya and kanojlwoya (undetermined),

kusena and lusiena (Mimosa sp.), and mulandamoni and lubondo (a Rubiaoeae tree).

I consider these plants the same specific plant type.

    The Nyindu have now fbrgotten most of the meanings of each plant name, how-
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ever, they can explain the meanings of some names. The following examples

briefly describe the plant nomenclature of the Nyindu.

    Some plants are named after their morphological characteristics. For example:

(1) A kind of fig-tree (Ficus sp.) is named mouganjokka, which means that even snakes

(jokka) can never climb the tree because of its smooth trunk; (2) An undetermined

tree is named anjooku ("never fa11s down") because it remains standing despite the

passage of elephants; (3) Two trees (Milletia sp. and undetermined species) are

named kabuligaa and kashekelela, respectively, because the former is the host plant

of edible caterpillars, called buligaa, and the latter of kashekelela caterpillars.

    Some plants are named for the usages to which they are put. For example:

(1) A parasol tree (Musanga eecropioicles) is named mushaki because shields (mushaki)

are made of it; (2) A climber (Agelaea cleweveri) is named kabukusingo, "the rim of

a basket" ; (3) A vine (Ficus sp.) is named kalembe kalutonga, "the twig on which the

Nyindu put birdlime"; (4) A shrub (7"beiuwfetta sp.), the bark of which is used for

lashings, is named mtij7inga, a derivative of lt4itnga (cord).

    Some plant names are combinations of the names of other plants and the

descriptions of the habitat or characteristics of the plant in question. For example:

(1) The name kineke ki lungwe (Lasianthus kilimandscharieus) is composed of three

words (two nouns and one preposition possessive, ki) and signifies a kineke

(a Psychotria tree), which grows in a place called Lungwe; (2) The name kijitngal'iila

is composed of two words, kijitnga and 1'iila, and signifies a small mzij7tnga which

grows on the roadside (J'iila) ; (3) The name kijitnga J'iila kisoshi (Hibiscus macranthus)

is composed of three words (kijlinga. 1'iila and kisoshi), and the former is the name of

a shrub, the second signifies the roadside, and the third the male sex.

   In some instances the same plant is named differently according to the situations

in which it is used. For example, a kind of grass (Andropogon gayanus) is called

kadohya when used in making banana wine, and bukkele when used for thatching

a roof. Bukkele is also a general category fbr thatching grasses. In another

instance also a general category of plants shows a close relationship with usage.

Vines and shrubs are grouped as mnjijl, a derivative of lay'iji (lath), because they are

major construction materials for lnjiji.

2) Major House Parts and Construction Materials: Theory and Practice

(1) THE NYINDU VALUATION OF PLANTS AS CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

   Most of the materials used in constructing a Nyindu house are derived from

plants. Field study revealed that 105 specific plant types are used fOr house con-

struction. Among them, only 5 were introduced during the colonial period andlor

are cultivated for other purposes. Other specific plant types grow naturally. The

list of specific plant types used for construction is given in Appendix. The 105 plant

types vary greatly in their properties, over-all forms, parts used, and utilization, since

the necessary characteristics and properties of house parts differ greatly.

   Woody plants are used for pillars and rafters, vines and shrubs fbr lay'iji and

kiaashi, slender vines and bark for tying materials, grasses and palm leaves for
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Table 4. House parts and plant materials.

house part plant material number of kinds

pillar and rafter

lay'iji and kiaashi

partition and stud

lashings

thatching

door

wood plant

vine and shrub

plant with bamboo-like

stem

vine or bark

gramlnaceous grass or
palm leaf

palm leafstalk or board

76 specific plant types

10

3

9

9

11

thatching materials, and plants with bamboo-like stems for partitions and studs

(Table 4). Formerly, the Nyindu made doors byjoining leafstalks ofa Raphia palm

with a string, but recently boards are used widely as doors.

  i) Plants used for pillars and rafters

    Seventy-two wild specific plant types are used for pillars and rafters, which may

indicate that the Nyindu choose trees at random for this purpose. However, they

do exercise some judgement in choosing the proper trees from among the available

plant resources.

    Five specific plant types are said to be good for making pillars and rafters) be-

cause they have an upright trunk. These are the gumba (undetermined), kakoma

(iVTrardisia sp.), kijinciama (Maesobotryafloribundu), kishuu (undetermined), mugangu

(Margaritaria discoidea). Mugokwe (a Sterculiaceae tree) is said to be the best be-

cause it is hard and durable, however, when asked to justify the selection of most

woods, the Nyindu generally reply that the wood is strong. The reasons for the

selection of particular woods are thus uprightness, hardness, strength, or durability.

The valuation of trees for pillars and rafters is only roughly refined.

    On the other hand, the reasons for not selecting the wood of a particular tree are

more readily ascertained. Some plants are restricted in their use for construction by

their other uses. For example, the following tree plants have ritual usage, which

preclude their use for construction: a mulyanyama (Barteria sp,), which smells bad,

and is used for keeping away evil spirits ; a kabelangwd (71etrorchidium diclymostemon),

used as the carrying stick of a coMn; a muhaatihaati, a tree planted as a tomb-

marker; and a kashemelangwa (Ehtacia sp.), planted as a charm against lightning.

Some FZcus trees, such as mulondo (Ficus thonningii) and mukobe (F. ovata), which

the Nyindu plant for making barkcloth (bark) and for making birdlime (sap), are

also not used for construction.

    Some tree plants are not utilized because of their･characteristics and properties.

For example, mushengele (Oncoba spinosa) and malofrwe (a Caesalpiniaceae tree) have

prickly tunks; muhingili (Grewia sp.) smells bad; I7icus trees, such as idota and

kitobolo (ficus vallis-ehouciae) do not have fu11Y upright trunks; luwoji (KOtschya

opicana var. bequaertii) has soft wood; kashungutti (Millettia dura) is easily eaten by
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worms; and katouza (Euphorbia tirucalli) and muhamba (Euphorbia candelabrum)

have poisonous sap.

    Other tree plants are restricted in their use by their limited availability. For

example, mush(llii (undetermined), whose seeds produce cosmetic oil, and mulambu

(Lobelia gibbenoa) grow far from the village.

    More reasons exist for not selecting than for selecting certain trees. This demon-

strates that the choice of trees fbr pillars and rafters is established on the basis of

negative choice. It can be concluded that Nyindu valuation of tree plants based on

their appropriateness for construction has not been fu11y established, and consequently

that the choice of tree plants covers a wide range.

  ii) PIants used for laths and studs

    Since the lwfi 'i (lath) forms the woven structure of the round wall-frame and the

conical roofiframe, thinness, pliability and fiexibility are required. The plants for

this purpose are selected from among those grouped under the name"mwfiji", because

their vines are long and straight, which includes ltrgengya (Dracaena laxissima),

kabukusingo (Agelaea cieweveri), kabubi (undetermined), kahelele (Alchornea hirtella),

kalembe kalutonga (Eicus sp.), and ltijiise (Alchornea cordijColia). These plants are

also used for making baskets, fish traps, and the rim of scoop nets.

    A short shrub called kabubu (Sida rhombij?)lia) is used especially in making the

first step of the lzu' iji of the roof of cone-cylinder type house. The shrub, which is

twiggy and pliant with a height of about 1 m, can be tightly coiled and thus prevent

worms from entering a house.

    Elephant grass stems and stems of mtofitnga, the bark of which is stripped ofZ

are used for studs as well as fbr laths, because of their bamboo-like properties.

  iii) Plants used for lashings

    Bark and woody vines are used for lashings. Bark is obtained from mtofitnga

(TkiumLfetta sp.) and kijitnga J'iila kisoshi (Hibiseus macranthus), and vines from

mukala (Hippocratea sp.), ltrgubu (Himpocratea sp.), kigushu (Iifulensia montana),

lushuuli (Smilax kraussiana), bulondo (Asclepiadaceae), shiembe (71etracera sp.), and

lukongwa (Compositae).

    Mukala, lugubu, and kigushu are classified into the same group (kabila). Of

these, mukala is the best material for lashings, but since mukala does not grow near

Kilimbwe village, it is seldom used in the village. (Vines of mukala and lushuuli

are also the best materials for making baskets, and specialized basket weavers do not

mind travelling to gather them.)

  iv) Plants used fbrthatching

    Mostly, graminaceous grasses are used for thatching, and in particular kadahya

(Andropogon gayanus), kadodokera (77ichopetr px dregeana), and mushoobu (imperata

c vlindrica) are preferred among bukkele grasses. When there are notenough bukkele,

young grasses of lusheke (elephant grass), called bidoke bi kisheke, are used also.

    In some lowland villages the Nyindu first thatch roughly with igungu (77iaumato-

coccus cianielle) leaves and then with leaves of nbiji (Sclerosperma mannii) palm.

Some mountain villagers, living at about 2,200m above sea level, use alpine bamboo
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(muanji, Arundinalia aipina), which is split into 2-3 and placed over the entire surface

of a roof.

    The Nyindu valuation of plants used for pillars and rafters is quite rough and

the plants used vary greatly in kind. On the other hand, the range of plants used for

the other construction materials is rather narrow because the close relationships be-

tween the properties ofplants, and the required qualities ofeach construction material

restricts choice.

(2) QuANTITATIvE ANALysls OF TwO EXAMpLES

    Based on two examples the use of plant materials in house construction is

described. Table 5 shows the plant types and their proportion in the total number

oflogs used for each house part for both a cone-cylinder house (kishenge) and a gable-

rectangular house (mukumba).

Example1: akishenge
    Ninety-two logs are needed for kigingi (pillar). The number of plant types

amounts to 24. Six types account fbr about 54 percent of all logs used, whereas 11

types are represented by only 1-2 logs.

    The kombomoya (rafter) consists of 78 logs in total. The number of plant types

amounted only 9, and moreover, the mukoga (Macaranga schweinjTurthii) tree account-

ed fbr some 74 percent of all logs. Another 6 type accounted for only 10 percent.

Mukoga is used after being stripped of bark, because it is said to be easily infested with

insects, whereas the remainder is used without preparation.

    Plants used for the lay'ij' 'i of a roof difler slightly from those for the lnjiji of a wall.

The lwfiji of a roof is made of a Malvaceae shrub: kabubu (Sicla rhombijblia) and

lwfitse (Alchornea coraLijfolia). The fbrmer is used for making the top one-third and

the latter for making the bottom two-thirds. The lwfiji of a wall is made of 12 plant

types. Elephant grass (lusheke) and lptise, which origjnally are consjdered to be

good materials for the lwfiji, account only for 35.3 percent. The remaining IO plant

types, categorized under kati (wood), account for 64.7 percent, and 8 plant types

among them are also used fbr pillars.

    Nine logs <diameter 5cm) are used fbr the kiaashi. Nine plant types are used

and every plant type is used also for pillars and rafters.

    Gumba tree (undetermined) is used for the kashonge (Fig. 4). Only lusheke

(elephant grass) is used for studs (340 in total).

    For lashings, three plant types, bulondo (Asclepiadaceae) shiembe (7'letracera

sp.) and mt4itnga (7}'iuwfetta sp.), are used. The former two plant types are used

only for tying the kiaashi in a proper position, and the latter is used fOr the othr parts.

The total length of lashing in the complete framework of a kishenge js estimated to

be 450-500 m.

    Gramineous grasses lumped under the name of bukkele are used fbr thatching.

Grasses are cut in fa11ow land where kadahya, kadodokela, mushoobu and other

gramineous grasses grow together. The grasses for thatching are cut without regard

to individual distinction. Infbrmants stated that 37-40 armloads (mcpttngo) of

grasses are required to thatch a house. One armload is the unit of quantity that
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a man can carry at one time. An area of some 10 m2 is required to provide an

armload of grass, thus an estimated 370-400 m2 of fa11ow land is needed fbr thatching

a roof.

Example2: amukumba
   Four plant types are used for the beam-supporting post (kigingi) erected at each

corner. These are kakoma (/ij}'ardisia sp.), mushombo (Harungana sp.), gumba

(undetermined), and mungubanguba (Anthocleista sp.). Three plant types are used

for the purlin-supporting post (kigingi kumikatikati); kashungutti (Millettia dura),

mushiluti (undetermined), and mukoga (Macaranga schweinj7trthii). The Nyindu

do not use distinct plant types fbr the beam-supporting post, the purlin-supporting

post and the stud-like post. One hundred and twelve logs are used for these posts,

varying greatly in kind. The number ofplant types amounts to twenty-two. Since

only 6 plant types, gumba, mushombo, mudutuu (Dichaetanthera coi vmbosa), kishuu

(undetermined), kineke (Psychotria bagshwei) and a quinquina tree (kankina),

account for 64.4 percent of.all logss there are distinct differences in the amount

used among these 22 plant types.

    Mukoga is used for the beams, and mushiluti for the purlin. Sixty-two logs are

used for rafters and only3 plant types are used. Mukoga, stripped of its bark,

amounts to 84 percent of rafters.

    The ltu'iji (lath) consists of 2oo elephant grass stems. The bark of mipmnga

(77iumLfl?tta sp.) and the vine of mukala (Himpocratea sp.) are used for lashings.

(3) DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE VALUATION AND ACTUAL USE OF PLANTS

    Fourty-two plant types are utilized in the two cases, excluding thatching ma-

terials. All the plant types, except quinquina and bamboo, grow wild around

Kilimbwe village. Thirty-four plant types are trees (kati), 6 vines (mnjiji), and 1 grass

(kiasi).

    Quinquina trees are planted by only two families in Kilimbwe, who sell the bark.

The owner of the house described in Example 2 is a member of ohe of the families,

and consequently utilized quinquina stems after the bark was removed. Cultivated

plants are mentioned only briefly here since the focus is mainly on wild plants.

    Thirty-two plant types are utilized for pillars; 12 plant types are used in both

examples, another 12 plant types are used only Example 1, and the remaining 8 plant

types only in Example 2. In either case, the total number of logs used for pillars

is large: 92 for Example 1, and 118 fbr Example 2.

    Among the 32 plant types used for pillars, only 6 arc regarded as superior

construction materials; gumba, kakoma (iijTrardisia sp.), kijinciama (Maesobotrva

floribuncia), kishuu, mugokwe (Sterculiaceae), and mugangu (Margaritaria discoidea).

Two plant types, mugokwe and mzrgangu, are utilized only in Example 1. Those 6

plant types account for only 27 percent of all logs utilized, and the remaining 73

peroent is made up of other plant types with no special valuation.

    Since the identification of plants is incomplete, I could not fu11y support the

scientific basis fbr the use of these plant types as pillars. However, I would like to

mention briefiy the following. Among the six plant types regarded as being good
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materials for pillars, only kijindoma is reported to have hard sapwood and to be used

for roofing pegs [DALE & GREENwAy 1961]. Among the other 26 plant types used

for pillars, only three plant types, mugimbu (Bridelia micrantha and B. stenocarpa),

kusena (Leucaena guatemalensis) and mushebeiye (Albizia gummij2?ra), are reported to

be good materials for house construction. On the other hand, pmndi (71pichilia

rubescens), mtpttmbo (Podocarpus sp.) and mugele gulungwe (Anticlesma laciniatum

var. membranaceum), are reported to have hard wood, but were not used in either

example [DALE & GREENwAy 1961].

   The qualities required fbr wood as pillars are not differentiated between the two

house types, kishenge and mukumba. However, the two examples illustrate that the

range of the kinds of plant materials used for pillars is wide in each case, and that the

kinds vary greatly among cases. It can be concluded that the valuation of trees,

with respect to durability and hardness, is not fu11y reflected in the construction

activities of the Nyindu.

   The total number of logs used for rafters is large in both examples; 77 logs in

Example 1 (the cone-cylinder type), and 62 in Example 2 (the rectangular type).

However, only nine plant types are used for rafters; 2 plant types in both examples,

and the remaining 7 plant types only in Example 1. Seven of ･these plant types are

also used for pillars.

    Mukoga (Macaranga sehweinjTurthii) accounts for 74 percent of rafters j.n Example

1 and 84 percent in Example 2. Moreover, mukoga, considered to be easily infested

with worms, is the only plant type that is stripped of its bark prior to use. The

timbers of the Macaranga sp. are regarded as soft and light, easily sawn and worked,

easily infested with worms when dry, and less durable [SuDo 1970: 165-166].

Kashungutti (MilZettia dura) and mukalakala (Sapium ellipticum), regarded to be

easily infested with worms, are utilized not for rafters but are used for pillars. Con-

sidering this it can be said that the Nyindu select light wood for rafters to lessen the

weight of a roofiframe, as well as woods that are resistant to worms,

   On the other hand, almost all other plant types are used fbr pillars also. This

means that much of the wood used fbr rafters compensates for the lack of mukoga

trees, and that much of the wood is not clearly differentiated into materials for

pillars and rafters. Finally, mukoga is the only plant type that is highly valued as

a material for rafters.

   The roof part of the lzu'iji of the cone-cylinder type (Example 1), and the ltu'iji

of the rectangular type (Example 2), are made of only these plants considered to be

the correct materials for lwfiji. However, the wall part of the ILg'iji in Example 1 is

made partly of the correct lwfiji materials and partly of plants used for pillars. The

former, consisting of 2 plant types, accounts for some 45 percent of all materials,

and the latter, consisting of 10 plant types, accounts for the remaining 55 percent.

   It can be said that the Nyindu valuations of plants as lnjiji materials is effectively

reflected in the plant types collected from their environment. But when lwfiji ma-

terials are lacking, the Nyindu often supplement them with other construction

materials.
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Table 5.   The kinds and quantity (%) of plants used for major house

of a cone-cylinder house and a gable-rectangular house.

parts

Plant type
. a･･

es a

-Hn- z
  N.vX

   Cone-cylinder type

     --,g･:/･ge-,-ge･:/･3S,i  sV5"th

es ll

g
mukoga
gumba
kijindoma

mushombo
kashunsrutti

ij21we

muhama
muhairga

kishuu

mudutuu

munbukumbuku
kineke

ml<gele

kusena

mtrgalrgu

mushebeiye

kakoma
kitegamabole

mukalakala

kakondameoju

mungubanguba
mushiluti

kishalashala

mubilii 'i

ishaasha

lubondo

mirgimbu

kahala

kagiji

kihona

kijoojoo

kij'iki

mtrgokwe
katengeteirge

kankina*i

mulonge*2

lpttse

kabubu
lusheke

2. 2

13. 0

13. 0

 8. 7

4. 3

 4. 3

6. 5

4. 3

1.1

5. 4

7. 6

3. 3

.1. 1

2. 2

4. 3

4. 3

2. 2

3. 3

3. 3

1. 1

2.2

2.2

1. 1

1.1

73. 1

2. 6

1. 3

7; 7

9. 0

1.3

2.6

1.3

1. 3

1. 3

66. 7,

33. 3

7. 5

11. 3

 1. 9

9.5

5. 7

9. 5

3.8

3. 8

1.9

3. 8

13. 2

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

11. 1

32. 1 100

Total of
plant types

24 9 2 12 9 1

   Gable-rectangular type

,g-2/･i,g,/st,/,r,t/t:tsS/"

2. 7

10. 7

 3.6

 8. 0

 2. 7

 2. 7

 4.5 ,

 2. 7

 5. 4･

 6. 3

 2. 7

 5. 4

 1. 8

3. 6

O.9

2.7

2.7

O. 9

O. 9

O.9

28. 6'

 1. 8

83. 9

14. 5

100

100

100

22 3 1 1 1

Notes : *1 and *2 are cultivated species.
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   The plants used fbr lashing and thatching materials show no discrepancy between

the valuations and the actual use of plants.

3) Nyindu's Strategy for Collecting Plant Materials for Construction

   In this section another aspect of the Nyindu strategy for collecting plant materials

used in construction is discussed, particularly with regard to materials derived from

trees. Because the Nyindu do not consider fu11y such qualities and characteristics

as durability, strength and weight of the plants themselves.

   I will analyze the Nyindu strategy through the certain attributes of each plant

with respect to its ecological and cultural significance for the Nyindu. The three

attributes used in the analysis are: (1) habitat of plant (where the materials are

obtained); (2) degree of familiarity (to what extent each plant is known); and (3) the

economical significance of each plant in the daily life of the Nyindu.

   The Nyindu know where to go to obtain familiar plants. For the most part I

classified the habitats of plants into four, according to the Nyindu environmental

categories: mwingini (settlement), ndulo (swidden), mushuka (fa11ow land), and

mwfito (forest).

   Mushuka, the secondary vegetation of abandoned fields, comprises various stages

of vegetation corresponding to the number of years after abandonment, and ranges

from grassland with saplings and shrubs through secondary forest. From such areas

the Nyindu gather thatching materials, elephant grasses and also firewood.

   Mwfito designates a primary or a mature secondary forest, more than 30 years

after the abandonment of a shifting field. It is an area where Nyindu men hunt,

bury the dead, and where, in the past, young Nyindu men perfbrmed the curcumcision

rite unseen by other villagers. The word "mzu'ito" sounds like an impenetrable forest

fbr Nyindu women, who hardly ever enter it. Psychologically, mnjito is a relatively

distant area for the Nyindu.

   The Nyindu classification of habitats can be regarded as a rough index of plant

habitats. When a certain plant grows in several divisions, I classified it in the division

showing greatest abundance.

    I evaluated degree of familiarity using data obtained from direct interviews with

8 adults (5 men and 3 women) in Kilimbwe village.

    First, I enquired whether each respondent was familiar with plant names already

obtained from another informant. If the respondent was familiar with the plants,

I encouraged him to expound freely on his knowledge of the particular plant.

    Since I had no plant specimens with me during the interview, the validity of the

infbrmant's recognition and identification of the plant under discussed might be

questioned. But since it was obvious that many plants were used frequently in every-

day life, and that an individual could ask another person to collect a certain plant on

his behalC I regarded their familiarity of plant names as proof that particular plants

were indeed recognized and identified. The degree of familiarity for a given plant is

ranked from 1-9 according to the number ofpersons who knew the plant name.

    Data on other usages of plants used in construction were obtained by both inter-
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view and observation. In general, tree plants vary greatly in the parts that can be

used, such as trunk, bark, fruit, leaves or saplings. Tree plants are divided largely

into three groups, according to their utility : (1) only the trunks are used for construc-

tion and fuel; (2) the trunks are utilized also for other purposes (e.g., tool-making) ;

and (3) various other plant parts are used for a variety of purposes (e.g., fOod, medi-

cine, dying or tool-making).

    Forty-six plant types grow in mushuka, and 27 plants in mwfito. The familiarity

index fbr 40 plant types is between 7 and 9, 4.6 for 20 plant types, and 1-3 fbr 13 plant

types. Fourteen plant types are used only for construction and fuel, 17 have trunks

which are used fbr other purpose, such as tool-making. Forty-two plant types are

used fbr multiple purposes (Table 6).

                                                                 .    Among the 73 plant tyPes that I was informed were used as construction
materials, 34 are actually utilized in Examples 1 and 2. Table 6 shows that the plant

types growing in the mushuka are more liable to be utilized, and that the greater the

degree of familiarity of a plant type, the more often it is used. On the other hand,

Table 6 also shows that there is no relationship between the utilization of a plant type

and its other usages, and the Nyindu do not hesitate to fe11 multipurpose trees rather

than serving them for a particular iniportant use.

    The Nyindu regard 73 tree plant types as construction materials. However, in

building houses they tend to select from among the plant types with which they are

most familiar through everyday contact. There are distinct differences between

Example 1 and Example 2 (Table 5) in the kinds and quantities of tree plants used,

although there is no fundamental difference between the criteria for choosing tree

plants fbr the cone-cylinder type (Example 1) and for the rectangular type (Example

2). Such differences might be caused by the normal case-by-case variation in the

selection of materials.

    An examination was made of the kinds of tree plants likely to be used for pillars

and rafters, by a detailed study of Examples 1 and 2. The proportion (%) of each

log plant types was calculated using standard procedures. The frequency of use of

each plant type varies greatly from plant to plant, with an average frequency of use

of3.0%. Seven tree plant types have frequencies above 3.0%, and are utilized in both

examples. These plant types account fbr 60.7% of the total amount of logs used,

and can be regarded as trees commonly used in all house construction.

    But, 17 tree plant types have frequencies of use below O.9%, and the quantities

used account for only 9.6% of the total. Only one of these types is used in both

examples, and the remaining are utilized in only one example. These plants can be

regarded as trees not necessarily used in the construction of all houses. Nine tree

plant types have frequencies of use between 1.0 and 2.9 %.

    Among the seven plant types commonly used in every house construction, only

trees, two gumba and kijindoma, are said to be superior construction materials, aside

from mukoga, which is considered good for making rafters. The other 4 trees are : (1)

dguwe (Ocotea sp.), a dominant of the montane fbrest and used to make mortars,

chairs, and tubs (mukenji) for making banana wine ; (2) muhanga (Maesa lanceolata),
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Table 6. The attributes of plant type and the observation of use.

No. of Habitat
planttypes mushuka mwfito

Degree of familiarity

 1--3 4-6 7-9
    Utility

Uh Ut Um
Use
Non-use

34

39

30

16

4

23

2
11

5

15

27

13

8

6

7

10

19

23

Total 73 46 27 13 20 40 14 17 42

  Notes: Uh indicates house construction and firewood only; Ut indicates house construction and
  tool-making; Um indicates multi-purpose use besides house construction and tool-making.

which provides a slow-burning firewood and the bark of which yields duwa ya tumbu

("medicine for the belly"); (3) mushombo (Htzrungana sp.), sprouts of which are used

as dawa ya tumbu; and (4) muhama (Pittosporum mannii subsp. ripixola), also used as

firewood. Muhanga and mushombo, which enter the vegetation succession early and

are thus lightly visible, are dominant species in the secondary vegetation.

    Tress with frequencies of use under O.9% are: (1) 12 plant types are said to

provide the best firewood, including ishaasha and katengetenge (same species:

Macaranga vermoesenii), munbukumbuku, mugokwe (Sterculiaceae), mugangu (Marga-

ritaria discoitlea), mukalakala (Sapium ellipticum), kakonclameoju(Xjvmalos monospora),

mushiluti, kijoojoo (Agauria salicij?71ia), mugimbu (Briclelia spp.), lubondo (Psychotria

peduncularis var. pedunclularis), and kijiki (Myrica salicijbria), seven also provide

medicine; (2) kahala (Albizia sp.), which is said to be particularly difficult to fiell, is

sometimes used to make spoons (mwiko) ; (3) mungubanguba (Anthoeleista sp.) grows

mainly in mwfito and is used also for medicine; (4) mubiliiji is a short tree that yields

fishpoisonand medicine, and is used also for firewood; (5) kcrgiji (Crassocephlum

crepidioides), a herb with a woody stem, used for medicine and food; (6) kishalashala

(SZ7athoclea campanulata) is also used for medicine but only a few specimens are

growing around the settlement.

    The frequency of use of 33 tree plant types, shows no direct correlation with the

Nyindu valuation as construction materials. Rather, since ij7{gwe is a dominant

species of the montane forest, and muhanga and mushombo are dominant species of

secondary vegetation, the distribution and the quantity of trees probably influence

their selection, whereas the difficulty of fe11ing and utility as firewood might militate

against selection.

    A large quantity of wood is needed to construct a Nyindu house, and the Nyindu

must collect all the construction materials by themselves. Thus after considering all

the factors they collect construction wood prior to distinguishing the various types

according to their differential qualities as construction materials. As a consequence

they make use of various kinds of plants. On the other hand that results in the use of

poor quality･ materials lacking in durability, and Nyindu houses last at most for 6-7

years.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
    In the preceding sections the Nyindu house fbrms, the changes which they have
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undergone, and the ethnobotanical context of construction materials has been de-

scribed. There follows in conclusion a discussion of the dynamic relationship

between the changes in house forms and the knowledge of plant use.

1) Changes in Construction Materials

   As shown in Table 7, the materials fbr lwfiji, lashings and thatching, such as wood

vines, bamboo-like stems, bark and grasses, have been used since time immemorial.

However, there are remarkable differences between the beehive type (mushonge) and

the cone-cylinder tYpe (kishenge) in the use of tree trunks.

   That is, in constructing the frame sttucture of a beehive house, stems of elephant

grass or woody vi'nes are used mostly, and tr'ee trunks (the diameter of which is at

most 3 cm; length is 60-70 cm) are utilized only fbr making the beginning of the

vertical frame (luhando). Recently, long, straight poles (5-8 cm in diameter; 2-4 m

length) have entered use as pillars and rafters of the cone-cylinder house. The use of

large quantities of tree trunks for house construction originates frem building the

cone-cylinder type.

   The second difference is that only the spherical surface of a beehive house was

first roughly thatched with the gramineous.grass, kpmze. Nowadays, grasses are

needed only for the roof of a cone-cylinder hduse becauSe the wall is made wattle-and-

daub, whereas the entire spherical surface of a beehive house is thatched. Thus the

quantity of grass necessary for thatching a cone-cylinder house is less compared to

that for a beehive house.

   There are no differences in the materials required for cbnstructing the cone-

cylinder type and the gable-rectangular type (mukumba), as Table 7 indicates. How-

ever, the flexibility of the materials is oflittle significance fbr the lzu' iji of a rectangular ,

house. The Nyindu use only the stems of elephant grass fbr the lzijiji ofa rectangular

house. This shows that the plants categorized as mzu'iji (a native category of vines and

recognized as materials for the lwfiji) may lose one of their economic roles.

Table 7. House forms and their construction materials.

constructlon
materials

beehive

type

cone-cyclinder

type

rectangular

type

wooden pole

bbard

bark

vine

bamboo-like stem

grass

palm leafstalk

red soil

ash

±

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
±

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
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2) Mechanism of Exploring New Construction Materials

   I have shown that the man-plant relationship was transfbrmed during the process

of cultur,al change [YAMADA 1977]. The relation between the Nyindu and plants as

mediated through houses is by no means an exoeption to this process.

   Recently, tree plants have come into greater use because of the change in house

form from the.beehive type to the cone-cylinder type. By examining the kinds of tree

plants utilized for pillars and rafters, the following facts emerged.

   The trees utilized are those growing in the secondary vegetation, familiar to the

Nyindu,andthosewhichhavelongsupportedtheirmaterialculture. Theavailability

of each plant type tends to increase its frequency of use for house construction,

whereas the diMculties in fe11ing a tree and the utility for firewood reduceS the

frequency of use. The Nyindu exploit wood resources from the set of already familiar

plants which have utility rather than randomly selecting items of the surrounding

biota.

    Stross [1973: 140] reports that a child's naming abilities begin with culturally

important plants, and expand to include less important plants, and then some

culturally irrelevant plants. The Nyindu mechanism for exploring plant materials

might show an analogous phenomenon. In exploring new materials, people
pay attention first to familiar plants, and then extend their attention to other, less

familiar or even unfamiliar plants.

3) Changes in the People's Knowledge of Plants

   Glick [1964: 280] states that plants and an,imals are significant principally to

the extent that human beings find them usefu1 or attractive, and their identities

often prove to be a reflection of their function. In fact, the usefulness of tree trunks

as construction materials has changed as a direct result of the change in house form.

   As mentioned earlier, the positive valuations of tree plants as materials for

pillars and rafters have not been as elaborate compared to the valuations of those for

the lnjiji, lashings, thatching. However, there were many reasons for the negative

selection of tree plants. Furthermore, even the rough valuations of plants have not

strongly influenced their utilization.

   The unrefined va}uations of trees fbr pillars by the Nyindu may be related to the

wattle-and-daub structure of houses. However, it can be also explained by the

shortness of the history of tree plant utilization for house construction.

    On the other hand, as the gable-rectangular type (mukumba) becomes more

popular, woody vines which are categorized under may' iji, have been replaced by the

stems of elephant grass in making lay' iji. Although there is a semantic relationship

between the mtofiji, folk-category of plants, and the lzg'iji, folk-category of house parts,

it can be assumed that the, semantic relationship will change in the future.

    In conclusion, the relationship of the Nyindu to plants is dynamic and by no

means static. Consequently, the value system.for plants might change. .The new

value system might be formed gradually after the establishment of a new relationship

between humans and plants.
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APPENDIX: List of Nyindu plant types used for construction

    The materials are alphabetically arranged by their Nyindu names. Each entry consists

of two parts and contains, correspondingly, two kinds of infbrmation: botanical and

ethnographic.

    1. Botanical names associated with Nyindu plant names.

The first item of each entry consists of the Latin binomials of plant specimens known to the

Nyindu by the listed plant type name. In the few cases where generic or specific determi-

nations have not been made, families or higher taxa are indicated. Where such botanical

taxa have not been ascertained, the remark that the plant type name refers to an as yet

undetermined tree, vine, or herb is placed. The standard family abbreviations are written

in parentheses fo11owing each complete binomial or generic name. .
    All scientific determinations made from dried botanical specimens collected in the

Nyindu area are fo11owed by the herbarium or field number. Numbers beginning with H

are those of the permanently deposited specimens in the Royal Botanic Gardens. The few

specimens not collected and determined in the field are indicated with numbers beginning

with A.

    2. Ethnographic significance of plants.

The data used in assessing the cultural importance of each plant type are summarized in

four units. The first three units are designated by letter abbreviations and placed in

brackets immediately after the field or herbarium number. The last unit indicates the

principal areas of utility of each plant type.

Key to Bracketed Abbreviations

Position one : kind of plant

      T: tree
      V: vine or shrub

      H: herb
Positiontwo: habitat
      P: primary forest, or mature secondary forest
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     2: secondary vegetation

     S: swidden
     M: marsh
     Y: villagesite
Position three: degree of familiarity

     W: well-known (degree offamiliarity 7-9)

     K: known(4-6)

     R: rarelyknown(1-3) ,
Nyindu Plant Types

anjooku Undetermined tree H835/791327 [TPR] Pillars, firewood, material fbr hunting

     traps.
bangeluguma 7;7bernaemontana johnstonii Stapf. (Apocynac.) H835/79/74; H8351791390

     [TPR] Medicine, firewood, combs, pillars.

bulondo Asclepiadaceae H835/791377 [VPR] Medicine, lashings.

fulubili Morindo titanophylla Petit (Rubiac.) H835/791217 [TPR] Firewood, medicine,

     pillars.

gelebeeliya Grevillea robusta A. Cunn. (Proteac.) H8351791442 [TYR]Boards.

gumba Undetermined tree H835/791270 [T2(P)W] Firewood, medicine, pillars.
ibondo Raphia sp. (Palm.) A-188 [T2(P)W] Palm wine from sap, cords from epithelium

     of young leaves, traps and baskets from fibers of sheaths, brooms from rachides,

     dpors from leafstalks.

ibugga Rubiaceae H8351791382 [TPK] Pillars, firewood, walking sticks, spears shafts,

     trap poles.

ifugwe Ocotea sp. (Laurac.) A-284 [TPW] Pillars, firewood, traditional seats, tubs for

     making banana wine, mortars, coMns.

ifundi 77ichilia cf. rubescens Oliv. (Melliac.) H8351791383 [TPR] Firewood, pillars.

igungu 77iaumatococcus claniellii (Bennet) Benth. (Maranthac.) H8351791444 [HPW]

     Thatching, mats, wrapping.

ishaasha Macaranga vermoesenii de Wild. (Euphorbiac,) H835179149 [T2(P)W] Pillars,

     firewood.

kabaka 71hephrosia vogelii Hook. f. (Papilionac.) H835/79/342 [T2W] Pillars, fish

     polson.
kabubi Undetermined shrub H835179/320 [V2R] Lnjiji (lath), rims of panniers and

     fish traps.

kabubu Sido rhombijblia L. (Malvac.) H835179!174 [V2W] Lath (lnji'i), brooms,
     medicine.

kabukusingo Agelaea deweveri De Wild. and Th. Dur. (Connarac.) H835/791285 [V2R]
     Lath, panniers, rims of fish traps.

kabuligaa Millettia sp. (Papilionac.) H8351791288 [T2W] Pillars, firewood, pounders.

kadahya Andropogon gayanus Kunth? (Gramin.) H835/791252 [H2W] Thatch, extract-

     ing banana juice.

kadodokela' 77iehopteryx cb'egeana Nees (Gramin.) H8351791357 [H2W] Thatch.

kaglji Crassocephalum crepidioides (Benth.) S. Moore (Composit.) H835179!77 [V2K]

     House poles, medicine, fbod.

kagushe Undetermjned tree H8351791297 [T2R] House poles, traditional spoons, fire-

     wood.
kahala Albizia sp.? (Mimosac.) H835/79/220 [T2(P)W] House poles, firewood.
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kahelele Alchornea hirtella Benth. forma glabrata (Muell. Arg.) Pax & K. Hoffrn.

     (Euphorbiac.) H835179/272 [V2K] Laths (lwfiji), rims of baskets.

kaho Undetermined tree H8351791392 [TPK] Walking sticks, poles of spring traps,

     helves of axes, spear shafts, house poles.

kakoma Afrardisia sp. (Myrsinac.) H835/791279 [T2(P)W] House poles, firewood.

kakondameeju Xymalos monospora (Harv.) Baill. (Monimiac.) H835179151 [T2W]
     House poles, traditional spoons.

kalande Oxyanthus formosus Hook. f. (Rubiac.) H835/79/434 [TPR] House poles, fire-

     wood, poles of spring traps.

kalembe kalutonga ffcus urceolans Welw. ex Hiern (Morac.) H835179/203; Agelaea
     cieweveri De Wild. & Th. Dur. (Connarac.) A-30 [V2R] Laths (lwfiji), rims of hand

     nets for fishing, twigs for application of birdlime.

kanafWoya Undetermined tree H8351791396 [TPR] House poles, firewood.

kankina Cinchona leaigeriana Moens (Rubiac.) A-447 [TSW] Cultivated, used for
     house poles, bark stripped and sold.

kanyabumbu Zanthoxylum sp. (Rutac.) H8351791405 [TPK] House poles, medicine,
     large trees sawn into boards.

kashekelela Undetermined tree H835/791216; Allophylus kiwuensis Gilg. (Sapindac.)

     H835/791368 [T2W] House poles, firewood, baskets rims.

kashikilonge Phragmites mauritianus Kunth (Gramin.) H835179/313 [HMW] Studs
     (itete),'lath and partitions of houses, drinking straw for banana wine.

kashungutti Millettia dura Dunn (Papilionac.) H835/79/107 [T2W] Pillars, helves of

     axes, shafts of hoes, pounders, fuewood.

katengetenge Macaranga vermoesenii de Wild. (Euphorbiac.)H8351791281; H835/791344

     [T2W] House poles, firewood.

kibubu Aleoboutonia mannii Benth. gens. ampl. (Euphorbiac.) H835/791294 [T2K]
     House poles, firewood.

kifunga jiila kisoshi Hibiscus macranthus Hochst. (Malvac.) H835/79/381 [VYW] Bark

     used for lashings, young shoots for medicine.

kifuze Panicum trichoeladum Hack. ex Schum. (Gramin.) H835/791182 [HS(Y)W]
     First rough thatching of a beehive house.

kigushu IYulensia montana de Wilde (Passiflorac.) H835179/403; undetermined vine

     H835179/423 [VPK] Lashings of houses, of other purposes.

kihona undetermined tree H8351791201 ; H835179!308 [T2(P)W] House poles, firewood.

kljiki Myriea salicijblia Hochst. ex A. Rich. ssp. mildZ,raedii (Engl.) Polhill (Myricac.)

     H835/791280 [T2W] House poles, firewood, bark used'for medicine and "coloring

     baskets.

kijindama Maesobotrya sp., cf. M. f7bribunda Benth. (Euphorbiac.) H835179/227;

     undetermined tree H835179/52 [T2(P)W] House poles, not good for firewood because

     of burning badly.

kljoojoo Agauria salicijblia (Comm.) Hook. f. ex Oliv. (Ericac.) H835/79/120 [T2W]

     House poles, firewood, medicine.

kikajilembwe Undetermined tree H835/791399 [TPK] House poles, firewood, shafts of

     spears, walking sticks, poles of spring traps.

kineke Psychotria sp. (Rubiac.) H835179194; Psychotria bcrgshawei Petit H835/791202

     [T2W] House poles, firewood, medicine.

kineke kilungwe Lasianthus kilimandscharicus K. Schum. ssp. kilimanctscharicus
     (Rubiac.) H835179!384. [TPK] House poles, firewood, medicine.
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kishaani Setaria magapdylla (Steud.) Dur. & Schinz (Gramin.) H835179/46 [H2(Y)W]

     Thatching, extracting bananajuice.

kishalashala SPathodea campanulata P. Beauv. (Bignoniac.) H835179/190 [TYW] House

     poles, medicine.

kishanda Undetermined tree H835/79/411 [TPK] House poles, bark used for medicine

     and fish poison.

kishiembe Cpathea manniana H.K. (Cyatheac.) A-32 [T2(P)wr Pillars.

kishuu Myrtaceae H835/791271 [T2(P)K] House poles, firewood.

kisike Myrianthus preussii Engler ssp. seretii (De Wild.) de Ruiter (Morac.) H835/79/325

     [TPW] Pillars, firewood, medicine, fruits edible.

kitegamabole Psychotria succulenta (Hiern) Petit (Rubiac.) H835/79/282 [T2K] Pillars,

     firewood, spoons.

kusena Leucaena･guatemalensis Britton & Rose (Mimosac.) H835/79120 [T2K] House
     poles, firewood.

kyalemba Undetermined shrub H835179/417i [VPR] Kiaashi, 'lath of cone-cylinder
     houses, the rims of fish traps.

kyoshosshi Guttiferae H835/791410 [TPK] House poles, firewood, sawn into boards

     when large.

Iubondo Psychotria peduncularis (Salisb.) Steyerm. var. peduncularis (Rubiac.) H835/

     79147 [T2K] House poles, firewood, medicine.

Iufuse Alchornea cordijTolia (Schum. & Thonn.) Muell. Arg. (Euphorbiac,) H835/79141 ;

     H835!791249 [V2W] Lath, firewood, medicine.

IUgengya Dracaena? laxissima Engl. (Agavac.) H8351791213 [V2W] Lath of a roof,
     panniers, traditional beds, fish traps.

Iuggoji Pittosporaceae H8351791401 [TPR] House poles, firewood.

Iugodoka Macaranga spinosa Muell. Arg. (Euphorbiac.) H835179/321 [T2R] House
     poles, firewood, medicine.

Iugubu Hippocratea sp. (Hippocrateac.) H835/79/445 [VPI] Lashings of houses, panni-

     ers, baskets.

Iukenga ficus exasperata Vahl (Morac.) H835179/254 [T2(P)W] House poles, firewood,

     tubs for making banana wine, medicine, leaves used for polishing boards and

     bracelets.

Iukongwa Compositae H835179/54; undetermined shrub H835179/239 [V2R] Lashings
     of houses.

Iungo Polyscias .fitlva (Hiern) Harms (Araliac.) H835179/286 [TP(2)K] House poles,

     medicine, beehive, sawn into boards when large.

Iusheke Pennisetum purpureum Schum. (Gramin.) A-189 [H2W] Studs, lath of houses.

Iushuli Smilax kraussiana Meissner (Liliac.) H835179133 [V2W] Lashings of houses,

     panniers, fish-scoop baskets.

Iuweeyo Undetermined tree H8351791385; H8351791435 [TP(2)K] House poles, shafts
     of spears, poles of spring traps, walking sticks.

mougan jokka )F7cus sp. (Morac.) A-312 [T2W] House poles, firewood, medicine.

mubiliiji Undetermined tree H8351791333 [T2W] House poles, firewood, medicine,
     leaves used for Polishing and fish poison.

mubugangoma Clerociendrum sp. (Verbenac.) H835179/232 [T2R] House poles, firewood.

mudutuu Dichaetanthera coipmbosa (Cogn.) Jacq.-Felix (Melastomatac.) H85/79!96
     [T2W] House poles, firewood, medicine.
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mufumbo Podoearpus sp. (Podocarpac.) H835/79127 [TYK] Planted in houseyards,
     trunks sawn into boards.

mufunga 7>'iuwfetta sp. (Tiliac.) H835179!83; H835/791247; H8351791248; H8351791277

     [T2W] Lashings fOr houses and other uses, leaves for toilet paper and pot cleaner.

     Stems stripped of jts bark are hollowed and used as a pipe fbr gathering birdlime,

     and are also used for partitions of houses because of its bamboo-like qualities.

mugangu Margaritaria diseoidea (Baill.) Webster (Euphorbiac.) H835/79186 [T2W]
     House poles, firewood, charcoals, medicine.

mugele IVtzxia coirgesta R. Br. ex Fresen. (Loganiac.) H835179/275 [T2W] House poles,

     fuewood, pounders.

mugele gulungwe Antidesma laciniatum Muell. Arg. var. membranaceum Muell.-Arg.
     (Euphorbiac.) H835179153 [T2K] House poles, firewood, charcoals.

mugimbu Briclelia micrantha (Hochst.) Baill. (Euphorbiac.) H835179/121; Bridelia

     stenocarpa Muell. Arg. (Euphorbiac.) H8351791194 [T2(P)W] House poles, medicine,

     firewood, charcoals, bark for coloring baskets.

mugokwe Sterculiaceae H835179/84 [TP(2)W] House poles, firewood.

mugugu (tpperus sp. (Cyperac.) H8351791212; C)lperus renschii Boeck. (Cyperac.)

     H8351791412 [HMR] Thatching field huts only.

muhama Pittosporum mannii Hook. f. subsp. ripicola (Leon.) Cuf. (Pittosporac.) H8351

     791274 [T2(P)R] House poles, firewood.

muhanga Maesa lanceolata Forssk. (Myrsinac.) H83' 5179!93; H835179/193; H835/79/198

     [T2W] House poles, firewood, medicine.

muhobu Vernonia sp. (Composit.) H8351791341; H835/79/340 [T2W] Pillars, firewood,

     leaves fbr sanitary napkin.

muhohe Apocynaceae H835179187 [T2W] House poles, medicine, boards as slates for

     children, birdlime from sap.

mukala Himpocratea sp. (Hippocrateac.) A-442 [VPW] Lashings, baskets, panniers.

mukalakala Sapium ellipticum (Hochst. ex Krauss) Pax (Euphorbiac.) H8351791125;

     H835179145 [T2W] Pillars, firewood, medicine.

mukoga Macaranga schweinjbrthii Pax (Euphorbiac,) H835179/42 [T2W] Rafters,
     pillars, firewood, large leaves to wrap peanuts seeds for storing.

mukombwe Sterculiaceae H8351791214; Mitrcrgyne rubrostipulata (K. Schum.) Havil.
     (Rubiac.) H8351791338 [T2(P)K] House poles, firewood, medicine, spoons.

mukwe Carapa procera DC. (Meliac.) H8351791363 [TPK] House poles, spoons,
     medicine, cosmetic oil from seeds.

mulungu Guttiferae H835/79/398 [TPK] House poles, large trunks sawn into boards,

     glue from sap.

mumbukumbuku Undetermined tree H835179131 [T2(P)W] House poles, firewood,
     medicine.

mungubanguba Anthocleista sp. (Loganiac.) H835179/278 [TP(2)W] House poles,
     ritual.

mulembwe - Mtrgnistipula sp. (Rosac.) H8351791432 [TPR] Walking sticks, spear shafts,

     poles of traps, firewood, house poles.

mushaki Musanga cecropioides R. Br. (Morac.) A-48 [T2W] House poles, shields.

mushebeiye Albizia sp. (Mimosac.) H835179/222 [T2W] House poles, firewood, racks
     fbr drying cassava tubers.

mushingo Tiliaceae H835179/328 [TPK] House poles, firewood, fire sticks.
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mushiluti Undetermined tree H835/791292 [TP(2)W] House poles, firewood, sawn into

     boards when large, bark for coloring baskets.

mushobu imperata cylindeica (L.) Raeuschel (Gramin.) H8351791250 [H2W] Thatching,

     extracting banana juice.

mushombo Hbrungana sp. (Gutiffer.) A-104 [T2wr House poles, firewood, medicine.

muzugu Undetermined tree H8351791302 [TP(2)R] House poles, sawn into boards,
     hafts of knives, helves of traditional axes, firewood.

nabafomeeka 7}'ema orientalis (L.) Blume (Ulmac.) H835/791293 [T2(P)W] House
     poles, firewood, medicine.

nblji Scterosperma mannii H. Wendl. (Palm.) H8351791500 [HPW] Thatching. (It is

     not growing in Kilimbwe village, but in vi11ages near the Legaland.)

niitie Podocarpus sp. (Podocarpac.) H835179!402 [TPW] House poles, firewood,
     charcoal, bark for coloring baskets.

pamba Ceiba pentandra (L.) Gaertn. (Bombacac.) H8351791337 [TYW] Planted in
     village sites, boards for doors, firewood, cotton from seeds.

shiembe 7;etracera sp. (Delleniac.) H835/791226 [V2(P)K] Lashings of houses, vine's

     containing much drinkable water, water for medicine.

shindano .1tzniperus sp. (Juniperac.) H835/791335; H835/79/443 [TYW] Introduced
     plant, and planted in village sites, rafters, pillars, firewood, sawn into boards.
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